or P@l> >P@*) > '.' >PW <P@,+1) > ... >PW In this paper we settle a conjecture of Steele [9] 'by showing that any permutation on {l,..., n} contains a unimodd subsequence of length [(3n -3/4)"* -41 and that this is best possible, Suppose p is a mapping from {I,..., n} to real numbers, i.e., p is a sequence of real numbers (not necessarily distinct) of length n. It follows immediately from our main result in this paper that there is a unimodal subsequence of length at least l(3n -3/4)'/'-{].
II. PRELIMINARIES
First, we will make a few useful definitions. Let p be a fixed permutation on {l,..., n}. For a number m E (l,..., n}, we define x(m) to be the maximum length of an increasing subsequence of p ending at m, i.e., x(m) = max{t: a, < a2 < ... < a, = m andp(u,) <p(q) < .'. <p(q)].
We define y(m) to be the maximum length of a decreasing subsequence ofp starting at m, i.e., y(m) = max{t: m = a, < u2 < ... < a, and&) >p(u,) > ... >p(u,)}.
Similarly, we define z(m) to be the maximum length of an increasing subsequence of p starting at m and w(m) to be the maximum length of a decreasing subsequence of p ending at m. Let p(p) denote the maximum length of a unimodal subsequence in p. It is rather straightforward to verify the following fact. . .
Then we have N = P(P). It is easy to see that N, is the maximum length of an increasing subsequence and N2 is the maximum length of a decreasing subsequence in p.
Let U = {ul < u2 < . . < uN1} denote a maximum increasing subsequence and V= {v, < v2 < ... < vN2J denote a maximum decreasing subsequence. Then we have the following. Proof. Suppose v1 > tiNI, If p(uNI) < p(vJ then u,, u2,..., uN1, ziI is an increasing subsequence, which contradicts the definition of N,. We may assume p(uNI) > p(v J. Then uNI, v 1 ,..., vN, is a decreasing subsequence. This again is impossible. Therefore we have V, < uN1. Similarly it can be shown that u1 < vNz. FACT 7. There exist j and 1 such that Pt"l) < Ptvj) and PCv*J 2 Pt"j,)* Proof. Suppose p(u,) > p(v/) for any j, 1 <j Q N, . In particular we have PM >P(Vl). If v, < u1, then we have an increasing subsequence vI , u, ,..., uN,, which is impossible. Thus we may assume 1) 1 > ul. Then U, 9 01 ,***, UN2 is decreasing. This contradicts the definition of N,. Therefore ~(24~) <p(vj) for somej. Similarly it can be shown that E)(zi&) >,p(uit). There is an increasing subsequence of length x(m) + z(m'). Therefore X(Z) + z(m') ,< N, .
Similarly we have We will use x, y, z, w, a, b to define functions on {I,..., n} which will then be used to prove the main theorem.
MAIN THEOREM. Let p,, be the largest integer such that any permutation on {l,..., n} contains a unimodal subsequence of length pn. We have
This will be proved in the next section.
III. ON THE LOWER BOUND FORP,
For a fixed permutation p we want to show that p(p) >, (3n -3/4)"2 -i. We first consider the case in which the maximum increasing subsequence U and the maximum decreasing subsequence contain common elements. It follows from the definition of U and V that U and V contain exactly one common number, denoted by ui, = Vj,. 
If m > ui* = vj,, then we have These inequalities will be used to prove that 1 is a one-to-one mapping and to determine a bound for the image of 1.
Case ii. m < ut* and P(Q,,) It is easy to see that M=M,uM,UM,UM,. We will prove several properties of 1 and 1' in order to establish an inequality involving N and II. We define D(i,j)={(i'j'):
O<i'<N,--1, O<j'<NN,--l, O<i'+j'< N -1, i' >, i, j' >j}. A point (i, j) is said to be oner a point (i', j') if (i, j) is in D'(i', j'). We note that any point in A, is not over any of the points in
Proof. This follows from (3)-( 13) and the definition of I. in Case iv. A point (i, j) is said to be above a point (i', j') if (i, j) is in D(i', j'). We note that any point in
A, is contained in the shaded region in Fig. lb . We also note that the set B' of points is just a "copy" of the set B except that B and B' are in two distinct coordinate systems. In Fig. 1, as (W Now, suppose the maximum increasing subsequence U and the maximum decreasing subsequence do not contain a common element. We will prove (15) by modifying the proceeding arguments as follows: Let Ui, be the smallest i, with the property p(u,,) >/p(U6CuiO)) and let ~j* be the smallest j, with the property that p(vj,) < ~~~~~~~~~ ). From Facts 6-9 and U f'? Y = 0 we have the existence of i,, j, when 2 < i, <N,, 1 <j, <N,. We consider the following two possibilities.
(i) uiO < vj,,. We set j, =jO and i* =uaU,,). We definef(i), g(j) as in (I) and (2) We define 1 and d' similarly. By considering B* = VU {(N, -g(j, -I), N, -j, + l)}, the rest of the proof is an analog to that for the case in which UC-? V#@.
(ii) uiO > Zlj,. We set i, = i, -1, j, = z)~(~*~+~. We define f(i), g(j) as in (1) and (2) except that we define where q' = max{w(m>: ui, < m < v/*, p(m) > p(Uj,>).
We define A and ,I' similarly. By considering B* = B U {(i*, N2 -f(i,))), the rest of proof is similar to that for the case in which Un &If 0. Therefore we have proved that p(p) > pn > (3n -jy* -f.
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IV. THE CONSTRUCTIVE UPPER BOUND
We will give explicit constructions to show that for any n there exists a permutation p on {I,..., n) such that the longest unimodal subsequence is [(3n -;y2 -i1 = x. w e consider the following three cases: :--o,..., t -2.
(171
Together with (16) we complete the proof of the main theorem.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preceding result suggests a number of related problems, several of which we now mention. A subsequence {a, < a2 < . . < a,} is said to be kmodal if there exist a, = a,, < ai, < ..I ,< Uik < aik+* = a, such that i ai j < aij,, < "' < afkil} is a monotone subsequence for all j. We note that a monotone subsequence is O-modal and a unimodal subsequence is l-modal. We also note that a k-modal subsequence is (k $ l>-modal.
1. Let p(p; k) denote the length of the longest k-modal subsequence in pa A natural problem is to determine p(n; k), the largest integer with the property that any permutation on {l,..., n} contains a k-modal subsequence with length ~(n; k). In other words, p(n; k) =min,p(p; k) over all permutations p on {I,..., n}. We know from [4] (see also [2,3, S] ) that we have p(n; 0) = [?q In this paper we proved that p(n; 1) = [(3n -{)"2 -$1.
We note that p(n; k) is an increasing function in k for fixed n. From examples similar to those in Section IV we have an upper bound for p(n; k), namely, p(n; k) Q ((2k + 1)n)"'.
It does not seem unreasonable to conjecture that p(n; k) = (1 + o(1)) ((2k + l)n)"*.
